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Abstract Proprioceptive sensory inputs are an integral
part of the closed-loop system of locomotion. In the lamprey, a model organism for vertebrate locomotion, such
sensory inputs come from intraspinal mechanosensory
cells called “edge cells”. These edge cells synapse directly
onto interneurons in the spinal central pattern generator
(CPG) circuit and allow the CPG to adjust the motor output according to how the body is bending. However, the
encoding properties of the edge cells have never been
fully characterized. To identify these properties and better
understand edge cells’ role in locomotion, we isolated spinal cords of silver lampreys (Ichthyomyzon unicuspis) and
recorded extracellularly from the lateral tracts where edge
cell axons are located. We identified cells that responded
to mechanical stimuli and used standard spike sorting algorithms to identify separate units, then examined how the
cells respond to bending rate and bending angle. Although
some cells respond to the bending angle, as was previously
known, the strongest and most common responses were to
bending velocity. These encoding properties will help us
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better understand how lampreys and other basal vertebrates
adapt their locomotor rhythms to different water flow patterns, perturbations, or other unexpected changes in their
environments.
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Abbreviations
ANOVA	Analysis of variance
CPG	Central pattern generator
K–S	Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for identical
distributions
PCA	Principal component analysis
PD	Proportional-derivative
PID	Proportional-integral-derivative
Bending directions
CL	Center to left
LC	Left to center
LL	Hold on left side
CR	Center to right
RC	Right to center
RR	Hold on right side

Introduction
Without proprioceptive sensory information about the
movement of their own bodies, animals cannot move effectively (Rossignol et al. 2006). For tetrapods, this proprioceptive information comes from muscle spindles and Golgi
tendon organs. For the lamprey, the most basal living vertebrate, the same sort of information comes from mechanosensory cells located in the spinal cord (Grillner et al.
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1984, 1998). These cells, called “edge cells”, have been
characterized as stretch receptors (Grillner et al. 1984) and
have a distinctive location and morphology, with cell bodies in the lateral axon tracts and dendrites ramifying along
the edges of the spinal cord (Rovainen 1982). They synapse directly onto the ventral horn interneurons that make
up the central pattern generator (CPG) circuit in lampreys
(Viana Di Prisco et al. 1990), with one population exciting
interneurons ipsilaterally and another population inhibiting
interneurons contralaterally. This crossed inhibitory effect
is similar to the effect of muscle spindles on the tetrapod
CPG (Rossignol et al. 2006).
Bending the spinal cord thus stimulates edge cells,
which can then entrain the CPG activity (Grillner et al.
1981; McClellan and Sigvardt 1988). Over a range of frequencies, the CPG will burst at the same frequency as a
mechanical bending input (McClellan and Sigvardt 1988;
Williams et al. 1990). Mechanical stimuli like this can
entrain the CPGs of many different organisms, including leeches (Cang and Frieson 2000), which have ventral
stretch receptor neurons, and cats (Pearson et al. 1992),
which have muscle spindles.
Anatomical studies suggest that edge cells may be widespread among basal vertebrates. Cells called “marginal
nuclei” that have the same distinct location and morphology as edge cells have been described in snakes, salamanders, birds, and elasmobranchs (Schroeder 1986; Schroeder
and Egar 1990; Anadón et al. 1995; Rosenberg and Necker
2000; Chevallier et al. 2008). In birds, these cells are also
thought to be mechanoreceptive and important for locomotor control (Rosenberg and Necker 2000; Necker 2006).
Given the wide phylogenetic distribution, it is likely that
teleost fishes also possess edge cells.
Edge cells were first described in the 1980s, when Grillner and Williams showed that they respond to stretching in
the lateral margins of the spinal cord (Grillner et al. 1981,
1984). Although they have been known for a long time,
no one has characterized their response properties. We
hypothesized that edge cells are similar to mechanoreceptors in other organisms, and would therefore have different classes of units: some that adapt slowly and respond
primarily to body curvature and others that adapt rapidly
and respond primarily to the rate of bending. For example,
muscle spindles are often thought of as length detectors,
their responses are most strongly correlated with stretching velocity (Prochazka and Gorassini 1998). Recently
described mechanoreceptive cells in the fin rays of teleost
fishes have slow- and fast-adapting units that respond to fin
ray bending and rate of bending, respectively (Williams IV
et al. 2013). Invertebrate mechanoreceptors often respond
to bending and rate of bending (Alexandrowicz 1967;
Blackshaw 1993; Büschges 1994; Kondoh et al. 1995;
Ridgel et al. 2000).
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We therefore characterized the responses of mechanoreceptive units in the lamprey spinal cord to bending angle
and bending velocity. We recorded extracellularly in the
lateral axon tracts, where the cell bodies and axons of edge
cells lie (Rovainen et al. 1973; Rovainen 1974). This technique has been used to record from putative edge cells in
the past (Grillner et al. 1981; Hoffman and Parker 2011;
Hsu et al. 2013). We examined the responses of the putative edge cells on their own by preventing synaptic transmission with zero-calcium saline, and we also examined
potentially multisynaptic pathways by recording in normal
saline, following Hoffman and Parker (2011).
We used ramp stimuli and standard spike sorting techniques (Bouman et al. 1997; Rey et al. 2015) to identify
action potentials from different cells, referred to as “units”,
that respond primarily to bending angle, or velocity, or
some combination of the two, and we found that the largest
number of units respond to bending velocity.

Methods
Physiological experiments
Bending experiments were performed on adult silver lampreys, Ichthyomyzon unicuspis, (n = 7) according to a protocol approved by the Tufts University Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. Animals were first anesthetized with MS222 (0.2 g L−1, buffered to pH 7.4) and then
quickly decapitated. The skin and muscle were removed to
expose the spinal cord and the notochord, which consisted
of about 50 segments. The spinal cord was then split into
either two or three pieces of approximately 20 segments
and kept in physiological saline (NaCl 91 mmol, KCl 2.1
mmol, CaCl2 2.6 mmol, MgCl2 1.8 mmol, glucose 4.0
mmol, NaHCO3 20 mmol) and periodically bubbled with
oxygen.
To perform bending experiments, a section of the spinal cord and notochord between 15–25 segments in length
was placed in a bath of physiological saline. To identify
responses from only the mechanoreceptive cells themselves, we recorded in saline with no calcium. Without
calcium, individual cells can still fire action potentials, but
those action potentials cannot propagate across synapses.
The responses we recorded in the lateral tracts in zero-calcium saline thus represent the response of a single cell to
a mechanical stimulus; most likely, these responses come
from edge cells, as previous studies have concluded (Grillner et al. 1981; Hoffman and Parker 2011; Hsu et al. 2013).
We also made recordings in saline with normal levels of
calcium. These recordings may include responses from
cells that receive input from the edge cells, but the sensory
cells that respond to the bending are again most likely edge
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cells (Hoffman and Parker 2011). We refer to the responses
recorded in normal saline as potentially multisynaptic
responses. Calcium-free saline was used to block synaptic
transmission in most of the preparations (n = 5) by replacing the CaCl2 with MgCl2. Normal saline was used for the
remaining two preparations to allow us to examine potential multisynaptic responses.
The preparation was pinned down through the notochord
at several segments so that the spinal cord was immobile,
except for the caudal-most five segments (Fig. 1). The last
caudal segment of the spinal cord was removed to bare the
notochord and a stiff L-shaped pin was threaded through
the notochord. The pin was then attached to a computercontrolled mechanical arm, which was controlled through
a data acquisition system and a custom LabView interface
(NI USB-6343, National Instruments, Austin, TX). A servo
motor with a closed-loop controller was used to move the
mechanical arm (Teknic Clearpath CPM-SDSK-2310SEQN). The controller ensured that the movement of the
motor precisely matched the desired trajectory.
Glass suction microelectrodes were placed on the left
lateral tract of the spinal cord (Fig. 1) where edge cell axons
run, mostly rostrally (Rovainen 1985), along the length of
the spinal cord. Recordings were amplified 10, 000× (A-M
Systems 1700 amplifier). We typically recorded four segments away from the point of bending and also from a
segment farther away. These second locations varied in
location with the longest recording being 14 segments
away from the point of bending. For each preparation, we
recorded from the left side, which will be stretched when
the spinal cord is bent to the right, away from the recording
site, activating edge cells on the same side as the electrode
(Fig. 1a). When the spinal cord is bent to the left, toward

a
+

the recording site, edge cells on the right will be activated;
when their axons cross the midline, we will be able to
record their activity in the electrodes on the left (Fig. 1b).
Bending stimuli
For this study, we used trapezoidal bending patterns to
determine how edge cells encode bending angle and bending velocity. Fig. 2 shows an example of part of one such
bending signal and the raw recording from the lateral tracts.
We used the sign convention that bending to the right (away
from the recording site) is positive and bending to the
left (towards the recording site) is negative. Thus, a positive bending angle corresponded to stretching the left side
of the spinal cord, allowing us to record from ipsilateral
stretch-activated units, while negative bending angles corresponded to stretching the right side, allowing us to record
from contralateral units with axons that cross the midline.
The baseline portions of a trapezoidal signal were
excluded from analysis and we divided the remainder of
the signal into time intervals, where each interval belonged
to one of six bending phases as shown in Fig. 2 (CR, RR,
RC, CL, LL, and LC), where the two letters correspond to
the starting and ending position. ‘C’ denotes ‘center’, when
the spinal cord was straight; ‘R’ denotes ‘right’; and ‘L’
denotes left. Thus, CR indicates the ramp phase from the
center position to the right; RR indicates the hold phase on
the right side; and RC indicates the ramp phase from the
right that returns to the center position. The convention is
the same for ramp and hold phases on the left.
A trapezoidal bending signal consisted of many repetitions of the pattern of Fig. 2 with various combinations of
ramp amplitude (maximum bending angle) from 5° to 30°
and ramp velocity (bending velocity) from 10° to 200° per
second, presented in a random order. Thus, each bending
signal contained many time intervals belonging to each of
the six bending phases.
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Fig. 1  Schematic of the experiments. The lamprey spinal cord (gray)
is pinned down so that the last few caudal segments are free to bend.
Edge cells are represented by triangles; filled triangles indicate activity. When the cord bends away from the recording electrode (right
side, positive), an edge cell on the same side with an ipsilateral axon
is activated (filled blue triangle). When the cord bends toward the
electrode (left side, negative), an edge cell on the opposite side (filled
red triangle) with a commissural axon is activated

edge cell signal

LL

LC

10°

1 sec

Fig. 2  Schematic of the codes for the phases of the trapezoidal bending pattern and an example recording. The red line above shows the
bending angle, with diagrams of the spinal cord shown above in black
with rostral toward the top of the page. See text for more description
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Identifying responses of single units

each one by 100 ms. We also recorded the mean angle p
and the velocity v during each time. The spike frequency
during a ramp therefore corresponded to both a velocity
and a non-zero angle, which allowed us to account for the
possibility that a unit only responds to angle, even during
movement. During the hold phase, we recorded the mean
spike rate, angle, and velocity in the final 500 ms of the
period. Finally, we recorded the mean baseline rate, starting 100 ms after the end of each complete stimulus until
the beginning on the next.
Certain units showed adaptation during the static holding phases (LL and RR). To quantify the adaptation for
each unit, we computed the number of spikes in bins during
the hold phase and divided by the bin duration. To account
for the larger number of spikes at the beginning of each
hold phase, bins were 10 ms in duration for the first 40 ms,
then 20 ms in duration up to 100 ms, then 50 ms duration
up to 500 ms, and then 100 ms duration for the remainder
of the phase. The spike rate for each bin is associated with
the time of its midpoint. We then fit a curve of the form

From the recorded extracellular response, we performed
standard spike sorting techniques to identify different cells,
termed “units”, using DataView (Heitler 2016). Consider
the signals in Fig. 3a. To identify different units in the edge
cell signal, shown in black, we first identified spike times
based on a threshold above the noise in the recording. For
each spike, we extracted different features of the waveform,
including amplitude, rise time, duration, and other features.
Principal component analysis (PCA) and a clustering algorithm were then used to determine key features in the spike
waveforms and separate them into distinct units that have
similar waveforms. Units then presumably represent action
potentials from different cells. The first three principal
components were clustered using an expectation–maximization algorithm developed by Bouman et al. 1997. Figure 3c shows an example of the average spike waveform for
different units found in one recording.
For each unit, we first computed the mean spike frequencies, angles, and velocities during the ramps and hold
phases. During ramps, we recorded the average spike frequency in the first 100 ms and the last 100 ms of the ramp
by noting the number of spikes in each period and dividing

r(t) = at−k ,
(1)
by fitting a line to log r and log t (after Chapman et al.
1979; French and Torkkeli 2008).
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Statistical analysis
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all spikes
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unit 3
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unit 4

Fig. 3  Example of a single recording and spike sorting. a Raw
recording from the lateral tract, above, with the motor position below.
b Raster plot of spike times from recording in a, separated by unit. c
Average waveform of each identified unit in b
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We first tested whether the spike frequency during each
phase of bending was greater than its baseline. We used
an ANOVA model with a single factor, the bending phase
(baseline, CR, RR, RC, CL, LL, or LC), and no intercept.
This structure tested whether the spike frequency in each
phase was significantly different from baseline. Next, we
tested whether the spike rate was proportional to bending
angle or velocity. We used a multiple regression model
with the following form

⎧ rbase
⎪ 𝛽RR + 𝛾RR 𝜃
⎪𝛽 −𝛾 𝜃
LL
⎪ LL
r = ⎨ 𝛽CR + 𝛾CR 𝜃̇
⎪ 𝛽RC − 𝛾RC 𝜃̇
⎪ 𝛽 − 𝛾 𝜃̇
CL
⎪ CL
⎩ 𝛽LC + 𝛾LC 𝜃̇
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if
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𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
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𝜃̇
𝜃̇
𝜃̇

=
=
=
>
<
<
>

0
0
0
0 ,
0
0
0

(2)

where 𝜃 and 𝜃̇ are the bending angle and velocity, respectively. Recall that negative angles correspond to the left
side. Each pair of 𝛽j and 𝛾j coefficients in the model correspond to the slope and intercept of a line describing the
spike frequency during phase j, as a function of either the
bending angle or velocity. In the second test (2), we only
included terms that corresponded to phases with spike
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frequency significantly higher than baseline, according to
the first test. Then we pruned terms that were not significant (using Matlab’s stepwise function). If a 𝛾j coefficient
was significant, we concluded that the unit has a “proportional” response to the angle if j ∈ {LL, RR} or to the
velocity if j ∈ {CL, LC, CR, RC}. If 𝛾j was not significant
but 𝛽j was, then the unit has a “detector” response to phase
j.
Because of the multiple tests, we used a Bonferroni correction (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Given the number of units
and tests, our corrected critical p value was 7 × 10−5.
We compared the distributions of the adaptation k
parameter (1) among two types of units those whose
response depended significantly on bending velocity and
those that depended significantly on bending angle and
velocity. There were too few units that responded only to
angle to include them as a separate category. We used a
two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test to determine
if the parameters were from different distributions. The
K–S test is a nonparametric test that determines if two continuous one-dimensional samples come from the same distribution (Massey 1951).

Results
We recorded 55 different units from 10 preparations of 7
animals. For several animals, we prepared the rostral portion of the spinal cord (segments 1–25) separately from the
caudal portion (segments 26–50). In four of the preparations, we had recordings from two electrodes, both on the
left lateral tracts. In these recordings, we sometimes (51%

of the time) observed some spikes in one channel with a
consistent delay relative to the other channel. This indicates
that both electrodes were recording the same action potential as it traveled along an axon, along with other action
potentials. The time delays were typically between 10 and
20 ms, which corresponds to a conduction velocity between
1 and 2 ms−1, consistent with the known conduction velocities in unmyelinated axons (Purves et al. 2008). Units had
very low or no spontaneous activity.
We recorded responses to mechanical stimuli from putative edge cells during both bending movement (phases CR,
RC, CL, and LC) and also during static bending (phases
RR and LL). An example of this can be seen in Fig. 3,
which shows a raw recording as well as the different units
that were identified. Figure 3 is characteristic of our recordings, in that most units responded during bending movement (units 1, 2, and 3) while only unit 4 has a substantial
spike frequency during static bending to the left.
Figure 4 shows a set of repeated trials for one preparation. Each combination of bending angle and velocity was
repeated three times in a random order. Figure 4 shows
the response to each repetition, both in the raw recordings
(Fig. 4a) and in the separated units (Fig. 4b), with the trials reordered so that similar stimuli are grouped together.
In this example, we see that units respond most strongly
to bending velocity, particularly toward the left (negative).
One unit (the orange raster) also responds to position, with
stronger firing for larger angles to the left (Fig. 4).
During ramp bending experiments, bending amplitude
(◦) and velocity (◦ s−1) were varied. Figure 5 shows six
examples of our linear regression analysis, one for each
phase of the trapezoidal bending pattern. Each regression

a
1
2
3

b
1
2
3

c
Velocity (deg s-1)

50 60 70 80 90

Fig. 4  Example of repeated trials in a preparation, showing the raw
recordings (a), identified units (b), and bending stimulus (c). Each
bending stimulus was repeated three times; responses to each repeat
are labeled 1, 2, and 3 in panels a and b. Units are identified in color.

5sec

20deg

Ramp phases are outlined with gray boxes, where the bending velocity is indicated by the darkness of the box. Stimuli have been reordered to group similar stimuli together
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Fig. 5  For each bending phase, the spike frequencies of a different
unit with a significant average spike frequency. Regression lines are
plotted in dark blue if the slope was significant; otherwise, the significant average spike frequency is shown with a light blue dashed
line(phase LL). a Responses to static bending angles to the left and
right. Area of open circles show the number of responses. Individual closed points are separated slightly for visibility. b Responses to
bending velocity to and from the right side. c Responses to bending
velocity to and from the left side

is based on the spike frequencies of a different unit. In
Fig. 5a, we plot the spike frequencies as a function of
bending angle for two units. The first responds proportionally to bending to the right. The second responds to
bending to the left with a significantly higher spike frequency than baseline, but not proportional to angle. We
refer to these types of responses as “detectors”. Figure 5b
and c show spike frequency as a function of bending
velocity for four different units, each of which had significant proportional responses to that particular phase
of bending. Many units also had significant responses
to other phases as well (not shown). Typically, for units
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that responded during a hold phase, presumably due to
static stretch, we saw an increase in spike frequency as
the static bending angle increased. This is seen in Fig. 5a
in response to positive bending angle. Similarly, for many
units that responded during a ramp phase, presumably
due to bending velocity, the spike frequency tended to
increase as bending velocity increased (Fig. 5b, c). Figure 5b and c also shows that units typically responded
with higher spike frequencies during ramp phases than
hold phases. Along with units that increased spike frequency with increasing bending angle or rate, we saw
units that had a significantly higher spike frequency
during certain bending phases, but whose activity did
not change significantly depending on bending angle or
velocity. We refer to these units as bending detectors or
bending velocity detectors. One such unit is shown in
Fig. 5a during phase LL, where the spike frequency did
not increase significantly as bending angle increased.
From the trapezoidal bending stimuli we saw that different units respond to different phases or combinations
of phases. Figure 6a shows a summary of all the significant responses. Units are plotted along columns and the six
ramp phases are plotted along rows. Darker colors, outlined
in black, indicate units that had a significant slope, while
lighter colors indicate that only the average response was
significant in that phase. Blue and tan colors indicate preparations that used calcium-free or normal saline, respectively. Units are ordered so that similar responses are close
to one another. For example, consider unit 6. This unit was
recorded in calcium-free saline and had a significant proportional responses during phases RR and CR. The majority of all units responded to bending to the right of the body
(CR, RR, and RC phases), corresponding to stretching cells
on the left side, where the electrodes were placed.
Figure 6b summarizes the percentage of units that
responded in each phase. All but one unit (98%) responded
to bending velocity. Note that since many units (e.g., units
8, 9, and 10) responded to more than one phase, the percentages given here are not just the sum of the bars in
Fig. 6b. In particular, 94% of units responded to bending
velocity towards the right from the center (CR) or back
to the center from the right (RC), or both, while 20%
responded to static bending to the right. Of the 61% of
units that responded to bending toward the left (LL and CL
phases), 44% were recorded in normal saline with calcium,
suggesting a multisynaptic response.
Figure 7 shows all the significant average spike frequencies for units in each bending phase. In general, spike frequencies were larger in response to bending velocity than
to bending angle, although there was substantial variability.
Only 5% of position units produced action potentials at frequencies greater than 5.4 spikes/s, but 28% of velocity units
fired faster than this.
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no Ca2+
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response phase
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angle
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40
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age response in that phase, but not a significant slope (a “detector”
response). a Responses of all units. b Percentage of all units that
respond to each phase of bending. Percentages sum to more than 100
because most units respond in multiple phases

no Ca2+
with Ca2+

0.15

30

fraction of units

spike frequency (spikes s-1)

Fig. 6  Summary of all significant responses for all units. Colored
blocks indicate a significant response for a particular phase of
bending. Darker colored blocks, outlined in black, indicate a significant proportional response to bending angle or velocity, while
lighter colored blocks identify units that had only a significant aver-
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Fig. 7  Spike frequencies tend to be larger for units that respond to
velocity rather than position. The plot shows significant average spike
frequencies for each unit during each phase of bending. Colored bars
range from the 25 to 75 percentile, with a white line at the median

a

b

Fig. 9  Units that respond to velocity adapt significantly faster than
units that respond to position. The graphs show distributions of the
adaptation parameter k from a power-law function. Distributions
shown for two types of units with significant responses to bending
velocity (red) and units with significant responses to bending position and velocity (blue). Points above the figure show the values of k
for each unit. The filled blue circle corresponds to the single unit that
responded only to bending angle and not to velocity

2sec

2sec
Fig. 8  Ramp bending signal and raster plot of spike times. a Rapidly
adapting unit. b Slowly adapting unit

All units adapted to static bending, slowing their spike
frequency when the position stayed constant, but some
adapted much more quickly than others. Figure 8 shows
examples of a rapidly adapting unit and a more slowly
adapting unit. We fitted the spike frequency r(t) to a powerlaw decay (1). Figure 9 illustrates the distributions of the
fitted adaptation parameter k for two types of units: units
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with significant responses to bending velocity only (velocity responders) and units with significant responses to angle
and bending velocity. Only one unit responded to position
only, and it had the smallest k value. The average k parameter for units that responded to velocity only was 0.68 ± 0.29,
while the k parameter for units that responded to position
and velocity was 0.29 ± 0.13 (mean ± standard deviation).
Velocity responders had significantly higher rate constants
than units that responded to velocity and angle (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p < 0.0001).

Discussion
In the late 1970s, researchers studying vertebrate CPGs
found that mechanical stimuli could entrain the rhythm
of the CPG in several fishes and in cats (Andersson et al.
1981; Grillner et al. 1981). Soon afterwards, Grillner et al.
(1984) identified edge cells as the mechanosensory elements involved in entrainment in the lamprey. They showed
that these cells respond to stretching of the lateral edges of
the spinal cord (Grillner et al. 1984), which would happen
when the lamprey’s body bends. Further work by Viana
Di Prisco et al. (1990) identified the synaptic connectivity
of edge cells, showing that one population inhibits contralateral cells in the CPG and another population excites
ipsilateral cells.
Our work helps to further define the response properties of stretch receptive neurons in the lamprey spinal
cord. Based on their responses and the locations of the
axons, these cells are almost certainly edge cells, although
we cannot rule out other as yet unknown stretch receptive
elements. We found that nearly all of these units (98%)
respond to the velocity of bending, firing either when the
cord is bending to one side, or when it returns to its straight
configuration. An additional 29% of units also respond to
static bending, while only 1 unit (2%) responded to angle
only.
We recorded responses to bending both away from the
electrode and toward the electrode. Edge cells are thought
to respond only to stretch, not to compression (Hsu et al.
2013), but some have axons that cross the midline. Therefore, bending away from the electrode stretches the edge of
the spinal cord on the same side (ipsilateral) to the electrode, activating ipsilateral cells with axons that do not
cross the midline (Fig. 1a). Bending toward the electrode
stretches cells on the opposite side (contralateral), and we
record their responses when the axons cross the midline
(Fig. 1b).
Many units showed responses to velocity on both the left
and the right side (Fig. 6). This is most likely not evidence
that edge cells respond to compression. Instead, we suggest
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that since most of the velocity-sensitive cells adapt quickly,
they may be responding to a decrease in stretch. Consider
unit 30 (Fig. 6a), which has a significant response to the
RC, CR, and LC phases, but not to the CL phase, which
suggests that it is located on the left side, because bending from the center to the left would compress it. During
the hold phase, it adapts to the compression, and then during the LC phase, it responds to the release of compression,
which is the same as stretch.
In the units recorded from preparations with calcium
in the saline, we may also record multisynaptic responses,
which could be more complex. Most of the units we
recorded responded to bending to the right, away from the
electrode, and therefore from ipsilateral edge cells. Of the
61% of units that responded to bending to the left, toward
the electrode, 44% were recorded with calcium in the bath,
and may therefore be multisynaptic responses.
During static bending, all of the units adapted to the
stimulus, decreasing their spike frequency over time. We
hypothesized that edge cells would be like other mechanoreceptors and would have slowly and rapidly adapting units.
If so, we predicted that those that respond significantly to
bending velocity would adapt more rapidly than those that
respond to bending angle. Figure 9a shows that velocity
responders had adaptation constants that were 130% higher,
on average, than angle responders, a significant difference.
Most velocity responders also had higher spike frequencies
(Figs. 7 and 9).
Hsu et al. (2013) used similar methods to study stretch
receptive neurons, almost certainly edge cells, by recording extracellularly in the lateral tracts of the lamprey spinal
cord. They compared the response to side-to-side bending
in a horizontal plane (yaw) with up-and-down bending in a
vertical plane (pitch). Nearly all units responded to ventral
bending; of these, in preparations from the caudal portion
of the body, 62% also responded to side-to-side bending.
They found that 60% of units responded to bending away
from the electrode, while we found 94% of units responded
to some sort of bending away from the electrode. They also
often found adaptation in nearly all units (78%), but they
did not quantify it.
Comparison to other mechanoreceptors
Lampreys have several other classes of mechanoreceptive
cells that may contribute to proprioception. In particular,
cerebrospinal fluid-contacting (CSF-c) cells sense motion
of fluid in the central canal of the spinal cord (Jalalvand
et al. 2016). They are inhibitory GABAergic cells that synapse on cells in the locomotor network, slowing down the
rhythm, and also directly contact edge cells (Jalalvand et al.
2014, 2016). Since movement of the spinal cord moves
fluid through the central canal, these cells respond when the
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spinal cord bends (Jalalvand et al. 2016), but their response
properties have not been described in detail.
Many invertebrates have mechanoreceptors that are used
for proprioception. Campaniform sensilla in insects have
been particularly well characterized (Zill and Moran 1981),
and encode both strain and strain rate in the cuticle (Ridgel
et al. 2000). Insects also have chordotonal organs, found in
joints in the exoskeleton (Field and Matheson 1998). Their
responses are often divided into slowly adapting responses,
which encode position of a joint, similar to the units we
describe that respond to bending angle, and rapidly adapting responses, which encode movement of a joint, similar
to the bending velocity units (Field and Matheson 1998).
In particular, the chordotonal organs in the tibial joints of
stick insects and locusts have separate units that respond to
position, velocity, and acceleration in the joint (Büschges
1994; Kondoh et al. 1995). Additionally, the ventral stretch
receptors of leeches respond to both stretch and stretch rate
(Blackshaw 1993; Cang et al. 2001), as do the abdominal
muscle receptor organs in crustaceans (Alexandrowicz
1967).
In teleost fishes, Hale and her colleagues have recently
identified mechanoreceptive cells that respond to bending in fin rays (Williams IV et al. 2013; Williams IV and
Hale 2015; Hardy et al. 2016) and in the adipose fin (Aiello
et al. 2016). These receptors have very similar characteristics to the ones we described here. They have slowly adapting units that respond to the angle of bending and rapidly
adapting units that respond more to the velocity of bending
(Williams IV et al. 2013). Other fin ray mechanoreceptors
respond more to touch (Hardy et al. 2016).
Finally, mammalian muscle spindles also have similar response properties to the mechanoreceptors that we
characterize here. They respond to both stretch and stretch
velocity (Proske and Gandevia 2012), with primary afferents responding both to position and velocity and secondary afferents responding mostly to position (McCloskey
1973). Like in the current results, stretch velocity is the
most important variable for describing muscle spindle output (Prochazka and Gorassini 1998).
Implications for locomotor control
We have shown that mechanoreceptors, most likely edge
cells, in the lamprey spinal cord respond to both bending and bending velocity. During swimming, they are
also phasically inhibited in synchrony with the swimming
rhythm (Vinay et al. 1996). Such phasic inhibition may,
in essence, “filter out” the baseline movement and allow
the edge cells to respond more directly to deviations from
the expected movement. In this case, the response to both
bending and bending velocity may represent something

like proportional-derivative (PD) feedback control
(Franklin et al. 2006). These types of control systems
respond to both the error signal directly (the “proportional” term) and to the time derivative of the error.
If edge cells represent the sensor for something like a
PD controller, there are two main implications. First, it
is possible that a circuit in the CPG integrates the error
signal. Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control
is more robust than PD control (Franklin et al. 2006).
However, robustness can also be achieved with nonlinear
mechanisms such as adaptation (Singh and Popa 1995).
For example, for human standing, there is strong evidence
of PD and adaptive control mechanisms, but not integral
control (Horak and Kuo 2000; Peterka 2003). In vertebrates, the cerebellum is thought to play a central role in
motor adaptation (Bell et al. 2008). Thus, one possibility
is that PD control is achieved using spinal mechanisms
based on edge-cell inputs to the CPG, whereas adaptation involves both spinal and supraspinal mechanisms.
Second, velocity units and angle units likely have different synaptic weights or possibly different connections
entirely within the CPG. Viana Di Prisco et al. (1990)
identified two classes of edge cells: one that excites ipsilateral CPG activity and another that inhibits contralateral
CPG activity. Bending to the right, for instance, would
stretch edge cells on the left, which would then tend to
excite activity on the left and inhibit activity on the right,
relieving the bend. Angle units would be maximally stimulated when the body is fully curved, while velocity units
would be maximally stimulated when the body is straight.
The timing of CPG activity, relative to bending, will be
determined by the relative synaptic weights of angle and
velocity units. This timing shifts along the body (Tytell
and Cohen 2008; Hsu et al. 2013); it may be that the relative synaptic weights of different classes of edge cells
shift along the body, or there may be more of one class of
edge cell in different locations than in others.
Our results address the responses of edge cells starting
from a straight position, but during swimming, the body
bends sinusoidally. It could be that edge cells respond
differently to deviations from a sinusoidal motion than
they do to deviations from a straight position. This may
be particularly relevant during normal self-generated
swimming, because the edge cells are inhibited by the
CPG (Vinay et al. 1996). Further work will be necessary
to characterize the responses of edge cells and their role
during sinusoidal motion and self-generated swimming.
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